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English verb tenses chart

We are going to be looking at the various verb tenses in English and how the grammar surrounding each of them functions, allowing you to be more diverse in your speaking. If you want to reference time in speech and writing (especially in English) you will have to use different verb forms. The use of different verb forms to express different actions at different
points in time is broadly considered to be the use of grammatical tenses or verb tenses. But what exactly are verb tenses and how do you use them? This article will examine verb tenses and will feature common mistakes, regional uses, examples, and a quiz on verb tenses and their forms. Verb Tenses What Are Verb Tenses? In language, verb tenses are a
grammatical category that expresses references to time. In English, verb tenses are used to express actions in the past, present, and future. These categories (past, present, future) can be further divided into four smaller categories each, notably the simple, continuous, perfect, and perfect continuous tenses. These four categories
(simple, continuous, perfect, and perfect continuous tenses) apply to different referenced times and states of action. The details of these 12 categories will be explained in the following sections, but the main idea is that these tenses express ongoing, finished, progressive, or future actions. Why Learn English Grammatical Tenses? A verb is a relevant part of
a predicate that lets you know what the subject is doing. These action words create the movement. There are short-sentence responses that contain no verb at all. But in formal writing, verbs are essential parts to construct a sentence with a full meaning. In any language, verbs will be different depending on the tense in which they are being used and the
English language is no exception to this rule. It is important to know the different verb tenses as this will allow you to speak about a larger variety of situations especially if you want to talk about something that has already happened or will happen in the future. Verb Tenses are all used to express action that has taken place in the past, present, and future.
Identifying the correct tense of the verb is just as important in achieving effective communication. Verb tenses determine when the action happens, whether it is in the past, present, or future. These three are the main tenses, and each is further divided into four aspects: simple, progressive, perfect, and perfect progressive. The following sections will show
how and when to use the 12 basic tenses in English grammar. (Quick Overview of English Tenses – Verb Tenses Chart) Verb Tense Examples Here are some examples of verb tenses using the verb “to travel“. Simple Present I travel to the city. Simple Past I traveled to Boston yesterday. Simple Future I will travel to Las Vegas next year. Present Continuous
I am traveling to New York right now. Past Continuous I was traveling to San Diego last Monday. Future Continuous I will be traveling to Beijing next month. Present Perfect I have traveled to many cities. Past Perfect I had traveled to many countries by the time I went to college. Future Perfect I will have traveled five thousand miles by the end of next year.
Present Perfect Continuous I have been traveling ever since I joined the company. Past Perfect Continuous I had been traveling for years before I found a place to live. Future Perfect Continuous I will have been traveling for five days by the time I reach Cairo. The 12 English Tenses A verb only has two primary forms: the past tense and the present tense.
The other tenses are constructed by adding words called auxiliary verbs, such as is, are, has, had, have, will, and many others. They are also known as helping verbs. This section shall discuss each of the verb tenses, including how they are used correctly. Simple Tense This category of verb tense is probably the first and easiest to learn. Simple tense, as
its name suggests, is the most basic among all other verb tenses. Simple tenses are usually, but not necessarily, accompanied by time adverbs that indicate when the action happens, happened, or will happen. Simple Past This verb tense is applied when talking about an action that already happened. It doesn’t involve auxiliary or helping verbs. There’s a list
of rules in transforming specific verbs into their past forms. Most verbs in past tense contain an added “-d” or “-ed” after its base form, while some change in spelling. Examples: I ran towards school yesterday. I played the piano last summer. He loved her. Simple Present The simple present tense is often used to show repetitive or habitual actions and general
truths. It is also used to tell an activity that is happening now and in introducing quotations. Like the simple past, it also doesn’t need auxiliary verbs to function. It may or may not be associated with adverbs of time to emphasize that the situation is currently or repetitively happening. Examples: I run towards school every day. I play the piano. He loves her
now. Simple Future The simple future indicates an action that is bound to happen. It usually employs the words will and shall to emphasize that it is still going to happen in the future. Examples: I will run towards our school tomorrow. I shall play the piano for the upcoming recital. He will love her someday. Progressive Tense This form is also referred to as the
continuous tense. It describes continuing or ongoing actions. The progressive tense is easy to identify since it uses the present participle form of the verbs, which are those ending in “-ing” and are employed as main action words. Past Progressive This tells an action that lasted a specific time duration in the past. It can be used to express progressing events
that were interrupted or ones that were happening at the same time. It’s as if you recalled something you were doing. It usually employs helping verbs in past forms, such as was and were, before the present participle form of the main verb. Examples: I was watching a movie when the power went out. You were talking while sleeping. Present Progressive The
present progressive conveys events that are happening now or in progress. Here, the helping verbs that are added include the words is, am, and are. Examples: I am watching a movie right now. He is still sleeping. Future Progressive The future progressive indicates events that will be happening sometime in the future. It uses will be and shall be before the
main verb. Examples: I shall be watching a movie later. He will be sleeping late tonight. How to Use The 12 English Tenses Correctly Perfect Tense This form is the most confusing among all verb tenses. So you won’t be perplexed, note that perfect tenses always express completed actions. To readily determine that the verb is in this tense, look at how it is
constructed. Perfect tenses often employ auxiliary verbs, such as has, have, and had, which are then added by a verb in its past participle form. Past Perfect Past perfect tense describes an event that has already been completed before another event in the past. To form this verb tense, use the word had and then add it with the past participle form of a verb.
Examples: They had traveled to many countries before they got married. The man had saved the dog by the time the rescuers came. Present Perfect There are three points to remember when dealing with the present perfect tense: first, the action has already been completed, like the other perfect tenses; second, it may refer to an activity that was done in an
indefinite time in the past; and lastly, it could also refer to an event that started in the past and is being continued in the present. The present perfect tense is constructed by using has/have + the past participle of the main verb. Examples: I have seen this place before. She has played the piano since she was eight. Future Perfect This verb tense is not
commonly used, so it may not sound correct at first. Here, you have to say an event that is going to get completed before another event. It’s like predicting that something will be finished before another thing happens. Therefore, you must accompany it with a deadline. If not, then you should instead use the simple future tense. The future perfect tense goes in
this formula: will have + the main verb in past participle form. Examples: The performance will have ended by the time you finish your food. I will have completed this project three days from now. Perfect Progressive Tense In general, perfect progressive verb tenses express the duration or how long an action is being done. Therefore it usually includes the
adverbs for and since. Past Perfect Progressive In this verb tense, the action started in the past and continued up until another time in the past. It follows the formula: had been + present participle form of the verb. Examples: The guy had been feeling sick for three years before he got treated. The retired officer had been serving the community for thirty years.
Present Perfect Progressive In a present perfect progressive tense, the event started in the past but still continues at the present time. It follows the same formula as the past perfect progressive, only that you use has or have instead of had. Examples: The guy has been feeling sick lately. Recently, the officer has been serving the community well. Future
Perfect Progressive In the future perfect progressive tense, actions continue and get completed at a point in the future. The activity may have started in the past, present, or in the future. But it is also expected to continue in the future. It goes in the form: will have been + present participle of the verb. Examples: The guy will have been feeling sick for three
years by the time he undergoes the operation. In December, the officer will have been serving the community for thirty years. Verb Tenses Chart – All Tenses in a Table All English tenses in one useful table  Common Mistakes with Tenses Here are some examples of common mistakes with verb tenses. Switching between past and present tenses In writing,
it is common to recount a story or explain actions that are currently occurring. In this case, you will want to make sure to write only in a single tense for consistency, either past tense or present tense. For example, if you were writing “They drove to my house, and I look through the window”, this would be incorrect. A more consistent way to phrase this
sentence would be “They drove to my house and I looked through the window”. A consistent tense form makes for more correct writing. Present continuous tense vs. present perfect continuous tense One tense (present continuous) is used to indicate actions that are occurring in the present, frequently, or possibly continuing into the future. The other (present
perfect continuous) indicates an action started in the past and is now ongoing. Mistakes can occur if the speaker is not aware of the period of time they are trying to illustrate, either the actions they are performing right now, or actions they started before and are still performing. For example, “I am cooking dinner” is the present continuous tense, indicating that
the speaker is cooking dinner now, in the present moment. “I have been cooking dinner” is the present perfect continuous tense, and indicates the speaker has started cooking dinner earlier and is continuing to do so. Present perfect tense vs. simple past tense  One tense (present perfect) indicates that actions occurred at an unspecific time in the past — or
have started in the past and continued to the current time. The other (simple past) indicates actions that have simply happened before the current time. Mistakes can occur here because the form of the present perfect tense includes the words “have” and “has” — as well as the past participle of verbs. The past participle is the main component of the simple
past tense but expresses (usually) a one-time past occurrence. For example, the phrase “I have reached a goal last year” is an example of the present perfect tense. It can be properly reduced to “I reached a goal last year” because the action is a simple one-time occurrence in the past — making the simple past tense the correct tense form to use. American
vs. British Usage of Verb Tenses Though there are many differences between British and American English, there are some main verb tense differences that can be illustrated. In British English, the present perfect tense is usually favored over the simple past tense. For example, in British English, “I have walked across the bridge.” would be common. In
American English, the same phrase would be stated as “I walked across the bridge.” The British English favoring of the present perfect tense extends to phrases that include already, just, and yet. In British English, “I have already seen that movie” would be common(“I have seen”). In American English, “I already saw that movie” would be common, the simple
past tense is used (“I saw”). Another difference in verb tenses between British English and American English is the use of -t- or -ed- endings in past verb participles. For example, where British English would say “I dreamt that…”, or “They leapt over…”, American English would say “I dreamed that…” or “They leaped over…”. Tenses (with Tenses Chart)
Present Simple Learn useful grammar rules to use the Present Simple Tense in English. Express habits or general truth Example: I’m nineteen years old. Describe a future event on a designated date as part of a plan or arrangement Examples: The plane arrives at 18.00 tomorrow. … Present Simple Tense Chart | Picture Present Continuous Learn how and
when to use the Present Continuous Tense in English. Describe action going on at the time of speaking Example: They are swimming in the pool. Express temporary action which may not be happening at the time of speaking Example: John’s driving his father’s car while his own car is in the workshop. … Present Continuous Tense Chart | Picture Present
Perfect Learn how and when to use the Present Perfect Tense in English. Express past action which is not defined by a time of occurrence Example: Teresa isn’t at home. I think she has gone shopping. Express an action which started in the past and has continued up until now Example: She has worked in the bank for five years. … Present Perfect Tense
Chart | Picture Present Perfect Continuous Learn how to use the Present Perfect Continuous tense (also known as the Present Perfect Progressive tense) in English. Express an action which started at some point in the past and may not be complete Example: He has been living in Bangkok since he left school. … Present Perfect Continuous Tense Chart |
Picture Past Simple Learn useful grammar rules to use the Past Simple Tense in English. Describe a past habit – or an action already completed Example: I went to Egypt in 1988. Can be used with or without adverbs of time Example: He drank his whiskey almost bottoms up. …. Past Simple Tense Chart | Picture Past Continuous Learn how and when to
use the Past Continuous Tense (or Past Progressive) in English with useful grammar rules and examples. Express uncompleted action of the past (with or without time reference) Example: Everyone was shouting. Describe persistent habits of the past (with always, continuously, forever, etc.) Example: They were always quarrelling. … Past Continuous
Tense Chart | Picture Past Perfect Learn how and when to use the Past Perfect Tense in English with rules and examples. Describe a completed action of the past that happened before another event took place Example: After he had finished work, he went straight home. … Past Perfect Tense Chart | Picture Past Perfect Continuous Learn how and when to
use the Past Perfect Continuous Tense in English. Describe an action in the past that began before a certain point in the past and continued up until that time Example: She had been working at that company for three years when it went out of business. … Past Perfect Continuous Tense Chart | Image Future Simple The Simple Future tense indicates that
an action is in the future relative to the speaker or writer. Express an action, condition, or circumstance which hasn’t taken place yet Example: I will eat Japanese Food tomorrow. Simple Future Tense Chart | Picture Future Continuous Learn how and when to use the Future Continuous Tense in English Express what will be going on at some time in the future
Example: You‘ll be missing the sunshine once you’re back in England. … Future Continuous Tense Chart | Picture Future Perfect Learn how and when to use the Future Perfect Tense in English. Express an action that will be complete before another event takes place Example: By the time I finish this course, I will have taken ten tests. …
Future Perfect Tense Chart | Picture Future Perfect Continuous Learn how and when to use the Future Perfect Continuous Tense in English Describe an action that will have happened for some time and will not be complete yet at a certain point in the future Example: I will have been watching TV for 3 hours when you arrive. … Future Perfect Continuous
Tense Chart | Picture Comparison of Verb Tenses Present Simple vs. Present Continuous Learn the difference between Present Simple and Present Continuous tense with examples and useful grammar rules. The present simple tense is used to express general truths, while the present continuous tense describes actions happening now. The present simple
tense is used to indicate present habits, while the present continuous tense is used to express annoying habits (+ always). The present simple tense expresses timetable events; the present continuous tense is used to describe future arrangements. The present simple tense is used to indicate permanent states; In contrast, the present continuous tense is
used to express temporary states. Present Simple vs. Present Continuous | Picture Present Perfect vs. Present Perfect Progressive  Learn the difference between the Present Perfect and Present Perfect Continuous Tense in English. The present perfect tense is used with finished actions, while the present perfect progressive tense is used with unfinished
actions. The present perfect tense indicates permanent actions; the present perfect progressive tense describes temporary actions. The present perfect tense emphasizes the result of the action; In contrast, the present perfect progressive tense emphasizes the duration of the action. The present perfect tense indicates “How much/How many“, while
the present perfect progressive tense indicates “How long something has been happening“. Present Perfect vs. Present Perfect Progressive |  Picture Past Simple vs. Present Perfect What is the difference between Past Simple and Present Perfect Tense? The past simple tense is used to express finished time; in contrast, the present perfect tense describes
unfinished time. The past simple tense is used to refer to definite time, while the present perfect tense refers to indefinite time. The past simple tense indicates series of finished actions or repeated actions; the present perfect tense expresses experience or result. Past Simple vs. Present Perfect | Picture Past Perfect vs. Past Perfect Continuous What is the
difference between Past Perfect and Past Perfect Continuous Tense? The past perfect tense expresses a past action, already finished when another past action happened; the past perfect continuous tense describes a past action which started in the past and continued to happen after another action or time in the past. The past perfect tense emphasizes the
result of an activity in the past; in contrast, the past perfect continuous tense emphasizes the duration of an activity in the past. The past perfect tense shows two events in the past that are linked, while the past perfect continuous tense shows the cause of a past action. Past Perfect vs. Past Perfect Continuous | Tenses Chart Picture Will vs. Going to Learn
the Difference Between Will vs Going to in English tenses with grammar rules and examples. In English grammar tenses, both “Will” and “Be Going to” are used to express future tense but they do not have the same meaning. Will is used to express future actions decided at the moment of speaking, while Going to describes future plans decided before the
moment of speaking. Will is used to indicate a prediction based on personal opinions or experiences, while going to is used to express a prediction based on present evidence. Will expresses a future fact; going to is used to describe something is about to happen. Will vs. Going to | Picture Tenses Video Learn all tenses video in English with American English
pronunciation. Verb Tenses Quiz A. What is an example of the Future Perfect tense? They ran twenty miles today. They will have run twenty miles by the time they finish. They will run twenty miles tomorrow. B. What would be common in American English? I have sailed across the bay. I have just sailed across the bay. I sailed across the bay. C. What is an
example of the Past Continuous tense? I was working on a project yesterday. I will be working on a project tomorrow. I am working on a project this semester. Answers: A: 2, B: 3, C: 1. Page 2 What is a pronoun? One of the most important forms of grammar in the English language is the pronoun. This is something that you will come across very frequently
when studying the language and it is important that you are aware of what a pronoun is, how it is used and where it fits into a sentence. In this article, we are going to be taking a look at how pronouns work and what they are used for, this will be intertwined with some examples so that we can gain a better understanding of their function. Pronoun What Is A
Pronoun? What is a pronoun in English grammar? One of the nine parts of speech in the English language is the pronoun. A pronoun is a word that substitutes for a noun or noun phrase. Pronouns help keep our writing varied. Without pronouns, we would have to constantly repeat the same noun over and over again to tell a story. For example, if we wanted
to write a story about Mary we would constantly have to repeat her name. Mary went to the store to buy a shirt. Mary picked up a blue shirt to go with Mary’s jacket. You could use alternative appellations to make the text more varied. However, this could confuse the reader. You reader may think that the two names you use are different entities entirely. For
this reason, we use pronouns for noun substitutions. Mary went to the store to buy a shirt. She picked up a blue shirt to go with her jacket. Using she and her makes it clear that Mary is being referenced. There is no ambiguity. Pronoun Examples In the most simple terms, a pronoun is a word which takes the position of a noun. One of the most commonly
recognised forms of the pronoun are names of people, for example, John, Jill, Mary or Peter. However, a pronoun could also be one of the following words: He/she It They Me Himself Somebody/everybody/anybody Many Each Few Whoever/who A pronoun is used instead of a noun or noun phrase in a sentence. A pronoun may take place of the name of a
person, place or thing. Pronoun examples: I, me, we, they, you, he, she, it, yours, himself, ourselves, its, my, that, this, those, us, who, whom… There are many more examples of pronouns, and you might think of them as pointing towards possession. As we mentioned, the pronoun is used as a way of replacing a noun, take a look at the following sentence:
The couch is large, the cupboard is heavy. There is no need to use the word couch in the second part of the sentence, therefore it could be replaced with a pronoun now that we recognise what item is being talked about, take a look at the modified sentence which uses the pronoun it. The couch is large, it is heavy. Pronouns List We see pronouns in the
English language every day. They help to make our texts more interesting. To understand how to use a pronoun properly you need to be familiar with the differences between different types of pronouns. Below find a list of common pronouns and the main categories in which they belong. Reflexive: myself, yourself, himself, herself, itself, themselves,
yourselves, and ourselves Personal: subjective (he/ she, I, you and they); objective (me, you, her/ him, it, them, and us); possessive( hers/his, mine, yours, its, ours, and theirs) Relative: whom, that, who, and which Indefinite: all, any, anybody, everybody, everyone, another Demonstrative: this, that, these, and those Interrogative: who, what which, and what
Intensive: myself, yourself, himself, herself, itself, themselves, yourselves, and ourselves Types of Pronouns and List of Pronouns – Image 1 Antecedent An antecedent, a noun or noun phrase, provides context for a pronoun. The antecedent allows readers to know what a particular pronoun is referencing. For example, it can refer to many different nouns: a
garden hose, a shed, or almost any other noun you may need to mention. You will find the antecedents in the examples below italicized. The pronouns are in bold. Mary decided that she would drive down to visit her grandmother. The sun smiled while it ducked under the clouds. Sometimes a writer will not explicitly need to include an antecedent. If the
context of a sentence remains clear an antecedent is not necessary. If you know who is speaking, the pronouns I, me, and you can be clearly understood. Technically, you can place a pronoun before an antecedent. Most people choose not to do this because it can confuse the reader. I love it! My beautiful yellow jacket makes me happy. Types of Pronouns
(with Pronoun Examples) English Pronouns can be divided into several categories: personal, indefinite, reflexive, reciprocal, possessive, demonstrative, interrogative, reciprocal and relative. We briefly discussed some of the different words that are classed as pronouns, however there are also different types of pronoun. Most often, pronouns fall into one of
nine categories. We will now take a look at each of these. Personal Pronouns This type of pronoun is used to refer to a person, in this category you will see words such as I, we, you, they, he, she, … I have green eyes. They are coming to my house. You are my friend. There are two types of personal pronouns: subject and object. When the person or thing is
the subject of the sentence, subject pronouns are used. Subject pronoun list: I, you, he, she, it, we, they. Subject pronoun examples: I like to watch TV, but he does not. You cannot judge a tree by its bark. She struck him on the nose. He studies hard to pass the exam. Object pronouns are used when the person or thing is the object of the sentence. Object
pronoun list: me, you, him, her, it, us, you, them. Examples: Sophia likes me but not him. John will call you soon. Don’t tell her the truth. I helped him pull his boots off. Reflexive Pronouns The reflexive pronoun will end in -self or -selves and is used in reference to another pronoun. Words within the category are himself, herself, themselves, yourself/ves,
myself, itself. He takes care of himself. She can do it by herself. You could travel by yourself. In English, reflexive pronouns are used when a person or thing acts on itself. Reflexive pronoun list: myself, yourself, himself, herself, itself, ourselves, yourselves, themselves. Examples: She tried it herself. Tom hurt himself. In English they all end in –self or –selves
and must refer to a noun phrase elsewhere in the same clause. Possessive Pronouns In English, possessive pronouns are used to indicate possession or ownership. They are: mine, yours, his, hers, ours, yours, theirs. Possessive pronoun list: mine, yours, his, hers, ours, yours, theirs. Examples: Do you see that woman over there? Her dog is very friendly.
Is that your house? No, ours is the one beside it. his is my laptop. It’s mine. These books are mine, not yours. This is my brother ‘s book. It’s his. Demonstrative Pronouns This type of pronoun is used to indicate something, the words in the category are these, those, that, this. These are the shoes that I am going to wear. He likes the green flowers but he
prefers those red ones over there. I would like that one. The demonstrative pronouns are the same words as the demonstrative adjectives (this, that, these, and those). They often distinguish their targets by pointing or some other indication of position. They can be either near or far in distance or time, specifically. Demonstrative pronoun list: this, that, these,
those. Pronoun examples: This is an enormous field. Can you see that? These are delicious cookies. Indefinite Pronouns The indefinite pronoun is used to talk about something which is not specific. Words in the category are some, all, few, none, either, one, nobody, both, each, anyone, several etc. Nobody is going to the party. There are several people in
my class. I like both of these photos. An indefinite pronoun is a pronoun that refers to non-specific beings, objects, or places. Indefinite Pronouns can also function as other parts of speech too, depending on context. Indefinite Pronoun List: another, anybody/ anyone, anything, each, either, enough, everybody/ everyone, everything,… Pronoun examples: I
don’t want anyone to see it. Is there anything in that box? You can’t blame him for everything. Each company is fighting to protect its own commercial interests. Much has happened since we met. No one can cope with her in English. Relative Pronouns This type of pronoun can be used as a way of giving additional information within a sentence, pronouns in
this category are that, who, which, whom… This is my brother who lives in New Zealand. This is the ball that my dog likes best. A relative pronoun is a pronoun that relates to the word that it modifies and is not specific. In English, relative pronouns are who, whom, which, whose, and that. They refer back to people or things previously mentioned, and they are
used in relative clauses. Relative pronoun list: who, whom, which, whose, that. Pronoun examples: The woman who called yesterday wants to buy the house. Now they were driving by the houses which Andy had described. She is an artist whose work I really admire. The author whom you criticized in your review has written a letter in reply. Intensive
Pronouns The intensive pronoun is used as a reference to another pronoun or noun in the same sentence as a way of emphasizing it. The dog caught the ball itself. Sarah cooks dinner herself. I eat my candy myself. Interrogative Pronouns An interrogative pronoun is used in a question, the words within the category are who, which, where, how and what.
How many apples do you have? Which way is the hotel? Is that where the chair goes? Reciprocal Pronouns The reciprocal pronoun is used to show an action or feeling which is reciprocated, words in this category are one another and each other. They are happy with each other. The two friends really care about one another. List of Pronouns Learn the list of
all pronouns in English with different types. 1) Personal pronoun list Subject pronouns: I, you, he, she, it, we, they. Object pronouns: me, you, him, her, it, us, you, them. 2) Demonstrative pronoun list: this, that, these, those. 3) Reflexive pronoun list: myself, yourself, himself, herself, itself, ourselves, yourselves, themselves. 4) Intensive pronoun list: myself,
yourself, himself, herself, itself, ourselves, yourselves, themselves. 5) Possessive pronoun list: mine, yours, his, hers, ours, yours, theirs. 6) Relative pronoun list: who, whom, which, whose, that. 7) Indefinite pronoun list: another, anybody/ anyone, anything, each, either, enough, everybody/ everyone, everything, less, little, much, neither, nobody/ no-one,
nothing, one, other, somebody/ someone, something, both, few, fewer, many, others, several, all, any, more, most, none, some, such. 8) Interrogative Pronoun List: who, whom, which, what, whose, whoever, whatever, whichever, whomever. Pronoun Rules As with all types of grammar, there are rules surrounding the use of the pronoun. Let’s take a look at
these now. 1) If the pronoun is being used as a subject it is known as a subject pronoun and often appears at the beginning of a sentence, although this is not always the case. An example of this would be She went to the shop. The words he, I, she, we, whoever, they, it etc are all subject pronouns, 2) Secondly, a subject pronoun can be used if they are
renaming the sentence subject, in this case, they always come after to be verbs, these might be verbs such as were, am, are, is, etc. An example of this would be That is she or This is him talking. 3) Another rule is that if the word who is being used as a pronoun to refer to a person, it will take the form of the verb to which that person corresponds, this might
sound strange as this rule is not always followed but an example might look like this It is I who am going to town. 4) An object pronouns is used to refer to the object of a sentence. Object pronouns might include the words him, me, her, us, them, etc. An example of this might be Sarah watched her. In this example. her is the object of the verb watched. 5)
When a possessive pronoun is used, the use of an apostrophe is never required. 6) When using the pronouns which, that, and who you should use either a singular or plural verb depending on what the pronoun is referring to. For example, look at the following sentence. John is one of those men who likes fishing. John and Bob are two of these men who like
fishing. You can see that the verb like has been modified to become plural when the pronoun who refers to two people as opposed to one. Gender Pronouns Gender pronouns exist in a binary system: male or female. In this system, he/him/his or she/her/hers are pronouns used to delineate gender. These pronouns occur in the 3rd person singular. Who vs.
Whom (Subject and Object Pronouns) Who and whom are two relative pronouns. These relative pronouns cause the most confusion among English language writers. It is simple to understand which one to use in a sentence. You just need to remember who is a subject pronoun and whom is an object pronoun. Who functions like other subject pronouns: I,
we, she/he, and they. In contrast, whom works like other object pronouns: him, us, me, her, and them. Generally, people do not get bewildered by the object use of pronouns. Object pronouns come after a modifying verb or preposition. For this reason, they are easier to identify. For example: Please give the girl to me. The woman bought them a cat. The
examples above show how the prepositions/verbs (bolded) precedes the object pronouns (italicized). The personal pronoun whom deviates from this sequence. In this case, the object pronoun whom comes before the verb or preposition that seeks to modify it. For example: Whom should I direct my anger towards? The man was as bitter as the
twins, whom he described as sore losers. You can use an alternative personal pronoun in place of who or whom to decipher the correct word to use. If the sentence works with an object pronoun you use whom. If it works with a subject pronoun then who is the word needed. In the first example, you can substitute her. The subject pronoun she would make no
sense. Correct: Should I direct my anger towards her? Incorrect: Should I direct my anger towards she. Common Mistakes with Pronouns Choosing a singular pronoun for a plural noun The problem many people have with pronouns is choosing the right form to replace the noun. Sometimes people will replace a singular noun with a plural pronoun or a plural
noun with a singular pronoun. Incorrect: The guest needs their own towel. Correct: The guest needs his/her own towel. Object and subject pronoun misuse Problems arise when people have to choose between the subject and object cases. You need to know which case to use when replacing a noun. Otherwise, your sentence will not be grammatically
correct. Subject pronouns represent a noun performing an action. In contrast, an object receives the action performed by the subject. Incorrect: Between you and I, miracles happen. Correct: Between you and me, miracles happen. You would use the object case because it is part of a prepositional phrase. Incorrect reflexive pronoun use People often use
reflexive pronouns wrong when they try to write formally. You use reflective pronouns when the subject is also the object of a sentence. For example, you would not write Mary hurt Mary. Instead, you would write Mary hurt herself. You would use the reflexive pronoun herself instead of Mary. You can also use reflective pronouns for emphasis; however, it not
commonly used. For example, I myself went to the store. This example highlights the fact the person when to the store alone. Pronouns Examples | Picture Types of Pronouns and List of Pronouns – Image 2 Pronoun Video Conclusion Pronouns are words which are used as a replacement for a noun and are commonly seen throughout the English language.
There are various types of pronouns and certain rules that must be followed in order to create a grammatically correct sentence. Pronoun Quiz Exercises Pronoun Quiz #1 Select the correct pronoun in each question. Piper asked ____ friend to pass the salt. her or she My aunt needs ____ tires changed. her or she My cousin and ____ went to the zoo. I or
me Did the dogs find ____? we or us The girls had ____ tonsils removed. her or their Where did ____ go? you or us When will ______ visit the cabin? they or them After school, ______ went the doctor. her or she Pronoun Quiz # 2 Circle the pronouns in the sentences below. Mary went to the store and she bought a duck. My niece brought her blanket to the
living room. They went to the cabin to help us. The boys selected their respective guitars. They visited his father’s old stomping grounds. Page 3 List of countable and uncountable food with examples and pictures! In English, there are some foods which are countable and others which are not. It is important to commit these to memory as there is no simple
rule. Whilst an English speaker would fully understand if you used the word ‘fruits’, the correct word is simply ‘fruit.’ Being able to use the correct term for countable and uncountable foods will make your English more clear and native sounding. Countable and Uncountable Food Learn useful English vocabulary words for countable and uncountable food and
drink to improve your English. Learn more food vocabulary with American English pronunciation video lesson. List of Countable and Uncountable Food Countable Food Burger Sandwich Hot dog Cherry Apple Grape Orange Olive Watermelon Carrot Tomato Pea Salad Vegetable Pancake Sausage Egg Potato Cookie Fries Candy Uncountable Food Bread
Fruit Juice Meat Rice Cereal Milk Coffee Tea Flour Salt Soup Sugar Butter Cheese Honey Water Chocolate Jam Seafood Mustard List of Countable Food with Examples Burger Do you want some ketchup with your burger? Sandwich We went for a sandwich lunch at the local bar. Hot dog He bought a hot dog and had it covered with all the fixings. Cherry
Each cake had a cherry on top. Apple The apple never falls far from the tree. Grape He put a grape into his mouth and swallowed it whole. Orange He cut the orange into quarters. Olive Have you eaten a kind of fruit called olive? Watermelon The woman cut up the watermelon and shared it out among the four children. Carrot We used a carrot for the
snowman’s nose. Tomato Tomato soup is my cup of tea. Pea I felt like a pea on a drum. Salad The salad was decorated with segments of orange. Vegetable Vegetable prices fluctuate according to the season. Pancake Do you want a sweet pancake or a savoury one? Sausage She sliced off a piece of sausage. Egg He poached an egg for breakfast. Potato
Potato chips are served for the children. Cookie The baby chewed the cookie up and swallowed it. Fries I’d like a steak and fries with chocolate mousse to follow. Candy She ran to the candy store to get some sweets. Uncountable Food List with Examples Bread All bread is not baked in one oven. Fruit The fruit does not fall far from the tree. Juice He filled a
jug with juice. Meat She cut the meat into small pieces. Rice We brought home two bags of rice. Cereal I have hot cereal every day for breakfast. Milk If you sell the cow, you sell her milk too. Coffee I’d like a cup of coffee, please. Tea There’s some fresh tea in the pot. Flour All is flour that comes to his mill. Salt Business is the salt of life. Soup Of soup and
love, the first is the best. Sugar She sprinkled the strawberries with sugar. Butter Butter to butter is no relish. Cheese Would you like a slice/piece of cheese with your bread? Honey In the morning, I like to put honey on my toast. Water Do you have any water? Chocolate Tom shared his chocolate bar with his friend. Jam She made jam from the apples.
Seafood This wine goes particularly well with seafood. Mustard I like mustard with a bit of bite. Countable and Uncountable Food | Picture Countable and Uncountable Food Video Types of Food and Drinks Learn types of food & drinks in English with pictures. Learn food names with American English pronunciation. Page 4 Prev Article Next Article Animal
Group Names! Learn useful list of collective nouns for animals (turkeys, owls, crows, ravens, frogs, rabbits…) with example sentences, video and ESL printable worksheets. You surely know which groups animals fall into in your native language and so you are also surely aware of the importance of knowing this information. When talking about animals, you
may be required to let the listener know which category the animal you are referring to falls into. In this section, you are going to learn the English names for the various animal groups and this will give you an advantage when it comes to conversation and writing about animals. Collective Nouns for Animals In English, a collective noun for animals refers to a
collection or a group of animals taken as a whole. Collective nouns for animals examples: What is a group of turkeys called? A flock of turkeys, a rafter of turkeys What is a group of owls called? A parliament of owls, a stare of owls What is a group of crows called? A murder of crows, a hover of crows, a muster of crows, a parcel of crows What is a group of
ravens called? An unkindness of ravens, an aerie of ravens, a conspiracy of ravens What is a group of frogs called? An army of frogs, a colony of frogs, a knot of frogs What is a group of flamingos called? A stand of flamingos What is a group of rabbits called? A colony of rabbits, a bury of rabbits, a drove of rabbits, a warren of rabbits, a wrack of rabbits
What is a group of lions called? A pride of lions, a flock of lions, a troop of lions What is a group of foxes called? A skulk of foxes, an earth of foxes, a lead of foxes, a leash of foxes, a troop of foxes What is a group of pigs called? A drove of pigs, a drift of pigs, a flock of pigs, a herd of pigs What is a group of bats called? A cloud of bats, a colony of bats What
is a group of bears called? A sloth of bears What is a group of geese called? A gaggle of geese, a flock of geese, a plump of geese, a wedge of geese List of Animal Group Names Learn names of different groups of animals in English. Collective Nouns for Birds List of Collective Nouns for Birds | Animal Group Names A band/A party/A scold of jays A bazaar
of guillemots A bellowing of bullfinches A bevy/A covey/A drift of quails A brood/A clutch/A peep of chickens A brood of hens A cadge of peregrines A cast of falcons A chain of bobolinks A charm/A chirm/A trembling/A trimming of finches A charm/A chattering/A drum/A troubling of goldfinches A charm/A chattering/A drum/A troubling of hummingbirds A cloud
of seafowls A colony/A flock/A raft of auks A colony of avocets A colony of gulls A colony of ibises A colony/A parcel/A rookery of penguins A colony/A committee/A wake of vultures A company/A flock/A pandemonium/A psittacosis of parrots A company/A bunch/A coil/A flight/A knob/A trip of widgeons A congregation/A charm/A flock/A gulp/A murder/A
tiding/A tittering/A tribe of magpies A congregation/A band/A flight/A leash/A stand/A wing of plovers A convocation/An aerie of eagles A covert/A commotion/A cover/A fleet/A flock/A pod/A rasp/A swarm of coots A covey/A brace/A brood/A flight/A pack of grouse A covey/A bevy/A clutch/A warren of partridges A covey of ptarmigans A crowd of redwings A
descent of woodpeckers A desert/A deceit of lapwings A dole/A flight/A piteousness/A pitying/A prettying of doves A fall/A covey/A flight/A plump of woodcocks A flight of birds A flight/A gulp of cormorants A flight of goshawks A flight/A flock/A kit/A passel of pigeons A flight/A gulp of swallows A fling of dunlins A fling of sandpipers A flock of birds A flock of
bustards A flock of swifts A flock of turkeys A flush of ducks A gaggle/A flock/A plump/A skein/A team/A wedge of geese A head/A herd of curlews A herd/A bank/A bevy/A drift/A game/A herd/A lamentation/A squadron/A team/A wedge/A whiteness/A whiting of swans A herd/A flock of wrens A hill of ruffs A host/A quarrel/A tribe/A ubiquity of sparrows A
knob of pintails A mews/An aerie/A cast/A kettle/A mew/A screw/A stream of hawks A murder/A hover/A muster/A parcel of crows A chattering/A cloud/A congregation/A clutter of starlings A muse of capons A muster/An ostentation/A pride of peacocks A mustering/A flight/A phalanx of storks A mutation of thrushes A bouquet/A head/A warren of pheasants A
parcel of linnets A parliament/A stare of owls A parliament/A building/A congregation/A shoal/A wing of rooks A pitying of turtledoves A plump of moorhens A plump/A bunch/A knob/A raft of waterfowls A pod/A scoop of pelicans A prattle of parrots A pride/A flock of ostriches A rafter of turkeys A run of poultry A sedge/A siege of bitterns A sedge/A herd/A
sedge/A siege of cranes A sedge/A flight/A hedge/A rookery/A siege of herons A flush/A puddling of mallards A spring/A bunch/A coil/A knob/A raft of teals A squabble of seagulls A stand of flamingos A trip of dotterels A trip/A bunch/A knob/A lute/A skein of wildfowls A wake of buzzards A walk/A wisp of snipes A watch/A match/A pray of nightingales An
army of caterpillars An exaltation/An ascension/A bevy/A flight of larks An ostentation of peacocks An unkindness/An aerie/A conspiracy of ravens Collective Nouns For Animals | Animal Group Names| Birds (250+ Collective Nouns For Animals – Names of Groups of Animals) Collective Nouns for Mammals List of Collective Nouns for Mammals | Animal
Group Names An array/A prickle of hedgehogs A band/A whoop of gorillas A band/A pack of mongooses A barren/A pack/A rake/A span of mules A blessing of unicorns A bloat/A crash/A herd/A pod/A school/A thunder of hippopotami A brace of geldings A bury/A game of conies A business/A cast of ferrets A colony of badgers A chine of polecats A clan of
hyenas A cloud/A colony of bats A glaring/A cluster/A clutter of cats A cluster/A herd/A tribe of antelopes A coalition of cheetahs A cohort/A herd/A zeal of zebras A colony/A family/A lodge of beavers A colony of chinchillas A colony/A bury/A drove/A flick/A kindle/A leash/A nest/A trace/A warren/A wrack of rabbits A colony/A horde/A mischief/A swarm of rats
A colony/A harem/A herd/A pod/A rookery/A spring of seals A colony of voles A congress/A flange/A troop of baboons A coterie/A town of prairie dogs A couple of impalas A cowardice of curs A crash/A herd/A stubbornness of rhinoceroses A destruction of (wild) cats A destruction of wildcats A drift/A trip of (tame) swine A dray/A colony of squirrels A drift/A
drove/A parcel of hogs A drove of bullocks A drove/A down/A flick/A herd/A husk/A kindle/A leash/A trace/A trip of hares A drove/A drift/A flock/A herd of pigs A drove/A herd of swine A fall of lambs A family/A bevy/A raft/A romp of otters A farrow/A litter of piglets A field/A string of racehorses A flock/A caravan/A herd/A train of camels A flock/A down/A drift/A
drove/A fold/A herd/A mob/A parcel/A trip of A gang/A herb/An obstinacy of buffalos A gang/A herd of elks A grind of bottle-nosed whales A group of guinea pigs A herd/A gang of bisons A herd/A leash of bucks A herd of caribous A herd/A drift/A drove/A mob of cattle A herd of chamois A herd/A drove of donkeys A herd of elands A herd/A parade of
elephants A herd/An implausibility of gnus A herd of hartebeests A herd of harts A herd of ibexes A herd of llamas A herd of moose A herd of wildebeests A herd of yaks A horde of gerbils A horde of hamsters A huddle/A herd/An ugly of walruses A husk of jackrabbits A journey/A group/A herd/A tower of giraffes A kindle/A litter of kittens A kindle of leverets
A labor/A company/A movement of moles A leap of leopards A leash of greyhounds A litter of cubs A litter of pups A mischief/A horde/A nest/A trip of mice A mob/A troop of kangaroos A mob of wombats A nursery/A gaze of raccoons A pace/A drove/A coffle/A herd of asses A pack/A band/A rout of coyotes A pack/A kennel of dogs A pack/A cry/A hunt/A
kennel/A leash/A meet/A mute/A  stable of hounds A pack/A trip of stoats A pack/A herd/A rout of wolves A parcel of hinds A pod/A flock/A school/A team of dolphins A prickle of porcupines A pride/A flock/A sault/A troop of lions A rake/A rack/A rag of colts A richness of martens A school/A herd/A pod of porpoises A school/A float/A gam/A herd/A mob/A
pod/A run/A shoal of whales A shrewdness/A troop of apes A skulk/An earth/A lead/A leash/A troop of foxes A sloth of bears A sneak/A gang/A pack of weasels A sounder of (wild) boars A sounder of (wild) pigs A sounder of (wild) swine A stable/A herd/A string/A stud/A team/A drove of horses A string/A herd of ponies A stud of mares A surfeit of skunks A
team/A drove/A herd/A span/A yoke of oxen A trip/A flock/A herd/A trip/A tribe of goats A troop/A mission/A tribe/A cartload/A wilderness of monkeys An ambush/A streak of tigers An aurora/A pack of polar bears Collective Nouns For Animals | Animal Group Names | Mammals (250+ Collective Nouns For Animals – Names of Groups of Animals – Mammals)
Collective Nouns for Sea Animals Collective Nouns for Sea Animals | Animal Group Names Learn collective nouns for fish and other groups of sea animals. A battery of barracudas A bind/A leap/A school/A shoal/A run/A draught of salmon A cluster of porcupine fish A company of angelfish A company of archer fish A family of sardines A fleet/A shoal of bass
A float of tuna A flotilla of swordfish A glean/An army/A shoal of herrings A glide of flying fish A glint/A troubling of goldfish A grind of blackfish A herd of seahorses A pack of perch A party of rainbow fish A quantity of smelts A school of butterfly fish A school of cod A shiver/A school/A shoal of sharks A shoal/A catch/A draught/A fray/A haul/A run/A school of
fish A shoal of mackerel A shoal/A steam/A stream/A swarm of minnows A shoal/A school of pilchards A shoal of roach A shoal of shads A shoal/A spread of sticklebacks A squad of squid A swarm of dragonet fish A swarm of eels A troop of dogfish A troupe of shrimp Collective Nouns For Animals | Animal Group Names | Sea Animals (250+ Collective
Nouns For Animals – Names of Groups of Animals) Collective Nouns for Amphibians, Reptiles, Invertebrates, Insects Learn collective nouns for insects and other groups of animals. Collective Nouns for Amphibians and Reptiles A quiver of cobras A bask/A congregation/A float/A nest of crocodiles A herd/A pack of dinosaurs (pack) A flight/A wing of dragons
An army/A colony/A knot of frogs A mess of iguanas A den/A bed/A knot/A nest/A pit of snakes A knot/A nest/A knob of toads A bale/A turn of turtles A nest/A generation of vipers Collective Nouns for Invertebrates A culture of bacteria A stuck/A smack of jellyfish A clew of worms Collective Nouns for Insects and Arachnids A colony/An army/A bike/A swarm
of ants A swarm/A bike/A cast/A cluster/A drift/A game/A hive/A stand/A rabble/A grist of bees A bike of (wild) bees A flight/A rabble/A swarm of butterflies An army of caterpillars An intrusion of cockroaches A swarm/A cloud/A business/A grist/A hatch of flies A cloud/A horde/A rabble/A swarm of gnats A cloud/A cluster/A swarm of grasshoppers A bike/A
nest/A swarm of hornets A flight/A horde/A plague/A rabble/A swarm of insects A flock/A colony/An infestation of lice A plague/A cloud/A swarm of locusts A scourge/A swarm of mosquitoes A clutter/A cluster of spiders A colony/A swarm of termites A colony/A bike/A nest of wasps Collective Nouns for Mollusks A bed of clams A bed of cockles A bed of
mussels A bed/A hive of oysters A rout/A walk of snails Collective Nouns For Animals | Animal Group Names| Other Animals (250+ Collective Nouns For Animals – Names of Groups of Animals) Collective Nouns for Animals | Animal Group Names | Video Collective Nouns | Group Names in English Collective Nouns List Prev Article Next Article Would love
your thoughts, please comment.x
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